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1. Introduction

[1] The Submillimeter-Wave Cloud Ice Radiometer (SWCIR), developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory to fly on the NASA DC-8, has ten channels from four receivers at 183, 325, 448, and 643 GHz. The SWCIR is designed to retrieve upper tropospheric cloud ice water path (IWP) and median mass equivalent sphere diameter ($D_{med}$). This paper describes the retrieval algorithm developed for the SWCIR, results from retrieval simulations, and the rationale for choosing the SWCIR frequencies. The retrieval algorithm uses Bayes theorem to combine prior information about atmospheric properties with radiative transfer simulations. The algorithm uses a precalculated database of stochastic cirrus/atmospheric profiles and corresponding simulated SWCIR brightness temperatures. Statistics of cirrus microphysics are derived from in situ cloud probe data obtained during midlatitude winter and tropical field experiments, and include correlations between temperature, particle size, and ice water content. The Bayesian algorithm effectively interpolates between database cases that approximately match the observed SWCIR brightness temperatures. Retrieval experiments are performed for midlatitude winter ice clouds with the SWCIR viewing downward from 12 km and for tropical anvil cirrus with the SWCIR viewing upward from 10 km. Each experiment simulates SWCIR brightness temperatures (with 1 K added noise) from 10000 random cloud/atmosphere profiles. For clouds with IWP greater than 5 g/m$^2$ (which contain 97% of the simulated total ice mass) the overall median retrieval error is about 30% for IWP and 15% for $D_{med}$. The effects of liquid clouds just below ice clouds and of nonspherical ice particle shapes are small. INDEX TERMS: 3360 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics: Remote sensing; 0320 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Cloud physics and chemistry; 3394 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics: Instruments and techniques; KEYWORDS: submillimeter, microwave, cirrus, remote sensing
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1. Introduction

[1] There is an unmet need for global remote sensing of vertically integrated ice cloud mass for climate studies [Wielicki et al., 1995]. Many global climate models now use prognostic cloud mass content schemes to improve their representation of cloud feedbacks [e.g., Smith, 1990; Del Genio et al., 1996; Fowler et al., 1999; Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996; Rotstam, 1997; Rasch and Kristjansson, 1998; Sud and Walker, 1999]. An important component of these GCM microphysical parameterizations is the ice particle size, which determines the cloud radiative effect per mass and the ice cloud lifetime (through the particle fallspeed). Global measurements of vertically integrated cloud ice mass (ice water path or IWP) and particle size are therefore important for evaluating GCM cloud parameterizations.

[2] Existing satellite remote sensing techniques are inadequate to accurately measure cloud ice mass. Thermal infrared methods [e.g., Ou et al., 1993; Giraud et al., 1997; Stubenrauch et al., 1999] saturate for moderate optical depths, require the cloud temperature to be known, and can only determine particle size (and hence IWP) for small crystal sizes. Visible and near-infrared solar reflection methods [e.g., Rossow and Schiffer, 1999; Minnis et al., 1993; Rolland et al., 2000] cannot distinguish ice from water cloud optical depth, can’t measure low optical depth clouds over brighter land surfaces, and only work during daytime. Solar techniques also retrieve particle sizes near cloud top (leading to overestimation of the IWP due to the small particle bias), and are highly sensitive to nonspherical particle shape (because the phase function is sampled at back and side scattering angles). Thus there is a need for new cirrus remote sensing methods with different physics to avoid some of these problems.

[3] The millimeter-wave and submillimeter-wave ice cloud remote sensing technique has been developed over the past decade. Gasiewski [1992] performed a theoretical study on the sensitivity of frequencies up to 410 GHz to water vapor, precipitation, and liquid and ice clouds. Evans and Stephens [1995] extended the theoretical investigations by considering nonspherical ice particles at frequencies up to 340 GHz, and showed that the brightness temperature depression depends strongly on particle size and ice water path. They suggested that retrievals of both particle size and ice water path could be done with multiple widely spaced frequencies. In another theoretical study, Evans et al. [1998] modeled brightness temperatures up to 880 GHz from observed particle size distributions and several nonspherical ice particle shapes. The effect of absorption by water vapor was considered, and the use
of a 183 GHz frequency with matched water vapor transmission was proposed to provide the upwelling atmospheric emission background. A simple two channel algorithm operating on brightness temperature depression was used to estimate the retrievals errors due to particle shape and size distribution. Variable height ice clouds, vertically nonuniform cirrus clouds, liquid water clouds, and atmospheric variability were not considered. Studies using actual measurements have been limited by the lack of submillimeter data. The Millimeter-wave Imaging Radiometer (MIR) [Racette et al., 1996] with frequencies at 89, 150, 183, and 220 GHz has been used in several studies. Doeter and Evans [2000] and Liu and Curry [2000] used MIR channels at 150 and 220 GHz and Wang and Grody [2000] used MIR channels at 89 and 150 GHz to retrieve IWP and particle size in tropical cirrus anvils. Wang et al. [2001] analyzed MIR data with a new channel at 340 GHz and observed significant brightness temperature depressions from Arctic cirrus. The only reported measurements of ice clouds above 400 GHz have been taken with the Far InfraRed Sensor for Cirrus (FIRSC), which is a Fourier Transform Spectrometer with a cryogenic bolometer detector [Vanek et al., 2001].

[5] Water vapor in the lower atmosphere emits submillimeter-wave radiation upward. If a cirrus cloud is above the lower troposphere, it scatters some of the submillimeter radiation in all directions. For a downward looking radiometer above the cirrus cloud, the scattering decreases the brightness temperature compared to that from clear sky. For an upward looking radiometer flying below the cirrus cloud, the ice cloud scattering increases the brightness temperature, as upwelling radiation is reflected downward by the cloud. The amount of scattering depends on the ice water path and the characteristic particle size relative to the wavelength of radiation. For a fixed ice mass there is usually a greater brightness temperature change for larger ice particles or higher measurement frequencies.

[6] These principles are illustrated in Figure 1 which shows calculated brightness temperature spectra up to 1000 GHz. The two basic scenarios modeled in this paper are simulated: downward viewing in a midlatitude winter atmosphere and upward viewing in a tropical atmosphere (these are the mean atmospheres described in section 4.2). As the water vapor absorption generally increases with frequency, the clear-sky brightness temperature for downward viewing decreases, while the upward viewing $T_b$ increases. The change in brightness temperature from clear sky increases as the particle size is changed from $D_{med} = 100$ μm to $D_{med} = 200$ μm, but the fractional change is much larger around 325 GHz than at 643 GHz. This differential response to particle size allows widely spaced submillimeter frequencies to independently determine the ice water path and median mass ice particle diameter.

[7] Submillimeter radiation is also quite sensitive to water vapor in the middle and upper troposphere, which affects the clear-sky brightness temperature. Therefore a lower, millimeter-wave frequency that is less sensitive to small ice particles, but as sensitive to water vapor, may be used to correct for uncertainties in the water vapor behind the cloud. For downward viewing, water vapor absorption in and above the cloud reduces the sensitivity of submillimeter radiation to the ice cloud. This is the water vapor screening effect. It is illustrated in Figure 1a, which shows that the brightness temperature depression above 500 GHz is reduced when the cloud top altitude is changed from 10 km to 8 km. A submillimeter radiometer and retrieval algorithm must be able to correct for the reduced sensitivity due to water vapor screening.

[8] The purpose of this paper is to introduce the Submillimeter-Wave Cloud Ice Radiometer (SWCIR) and describe its expected accuracy for ice cloud retrievals. The SWCIR is designed to retrieve the ice water path and the characteristic ice particle size (here we use the median equivalent mass sphere diameter $D_{med}$). The SWCIR retrieval simulation system, including an operational retrieval algorithm and a new method for simulating realistic ice clouds from in situ microphysical observations, is described. Another purpose of this paper is to illustrate the method used for selecting the SWCIR frequencies, which may prove useful for other submillimeter radiometers under development.

2. Submillimeter-Wave Cloud Ice Radiometer

[9] The SWCIR measures thermal radiation emitted by the atmosphere in four discrete millimeter and submillimeter-wave frequency bands. Its primary goals are to validate the use of radiometry to quantitatively characterize cirrus and develop and demonstrate the technology needed to realize a low-cost, light weight, spaceborne cloud ice radiometer. The SWCIR, funded by NASA Instrument Incubator Program (IIP), was developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

[10] SWCIR cirrus retrieval products will be validated with those obtained from independent observations. Since concurrent millimeter-wave cloud radar data is complementary and well-suited for validation studies, the SWCIR was designed to fly on the NASA DC-8 along side the JPL/University of Massachusetts’ 94-GHz cloud radar. This combination of sensors in conjunction with overflights of ground-based cloud observation facilities, such as the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement sites, will provide rich data sets for retrieval investigations.

[11] The SWCIR instrument requirements, listed in Table 1, are derived from these validation and technology development needs. SWCIR is designed to scan cross track from the NASA DC-8 as shown in Figure 2. An external mirror, mounted outside the aircraft, allows the radiometer to scan from zenith to near-nadir. (The airplane fuselage partially obstructs the nadir view.) As is shown in the figure, the external mirror assembly is motor-driven and is housed within a fairing to reduce drag forces.

[12] The reflected atmospheric emissions pass through an aircraft window made from high-density polyethylene, chosen because of its low loss and high strength. It is tapered from top to bottom to inhibit the formation of standing waves between the external and internal window surfaces. Without the taper, temperature changes inside and outside the aircraft would induce changes in window thickness that would modulate the phase of the standing wave pattern. This would appear as a time-variable change in the effective window transmission characteristics. Since this etalon effect is not limited to the aircraft window, the SWCIR optical design does not contain any internal surfaces that could support standing waves.

[13] After passing through the window, a periscope transfers the atmospheric radiation down to the level of the optical table where it is relayed through a series of high-pass, dichroic filters to each of the four receivers. The primary periscope mirror is motor-driven to rapidly steer the radiometer between views of the sky and the ambient and liquid nitrogen calibration targets. These targets are used to track short-term variations in radiometer gain. When combined with external tip curve calibrations [Gatti et al., 1994], the SWCIR should be able to meet its 1 K absolute calibration requirement.

[14] As shown in Figure 3, the optical table has a planar layout that facilitates operations and troubleshooting. The optical table is mounted on two NASA DC-8 instrument racks and meets NASA DC-8 airworthiness requirements. Long optical paths were needed to both achieve the 1.5 degree beam width given the limits on the window size and reduce the sensitivity of the radiometric measurement to vibration and optical misalignment. Additionally, the internal optics were designed with 40 dB tapers to reduce spillover effects to negligible levels.

[15] A K-mirror polarization rotator sits at the entrance of the 643 GHz receiver [Johnson, 1977]. Rotating the K-mirror 45 degrees rotates the polarization of the incoming radiation by 90 degrees. Since the receivers are linearly polarized, the K-rotator rotates the polarization of the received radiation. This capability
Figure 1. Simulated clear-sky brightness temperature ($T_b$) spectra and difference from clear-sky ($\Delta T_b$) for various modeled ice clouds: (a) viewing downward at 30° from 12 km in the mean midlatitude winter atmosphere, and (b) viewing upward at 0° from 10 km in the mean tropical atmosphere. The ice clouds have different ice water path (IWP), median mass equivalent sphere diameter ($D_{me}$), and cloud top height ($Z_{top}$). All are uniform and 2 km thick. The SWCIR receiver central frequencies are shown with arrows. The surface emissivity is unity.
Table 1. SWCIR Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>642.86 GHz, 448.00 GHz, 325.15 GHz, 183.31 GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Receiver center frequencies</td>
<td>642.86 ± 6.50, 448.00 ± 1.44, ± 3.00, ± 7.20, 325.15 ± 1.50, ± 3.18, ± 5.94, ± 183.31 ± 1.47, ± 2.85, ± 4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band-pass center frequencies</td>
<td>&lt;0.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness temperature accuracy</td>
<td>&lt;1.0K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiometer system noise</td>
<td>&lt;4000K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiometer beam width</td>
<td>1.5° 3dB FWHM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam pattern match with radar</td>
<td>&lt;10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam coalign ment</td>
<td>0.15°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation scanning range</td>
<td>-70° to +90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver polarization</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthogonal polarization</td>
<td>available at 643 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal calibration</td>
<td>ambient target and cold load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External calibration</td>
<td>tip curves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

enables investigations of polarization effects introduced by variations in crystal habits. The highest frequency channel was chosen for these measurements because the brightness temperature polarization effect increases with frequency.

[16] The receivers use Planar-Schottky mixers and multiplied-Gunn diodes for local oscillators [Siegel et al., 1998]. The 643 GHz receiver is shown in Figure 4. Ambient temperature Schottky receivers were selected for SWCIR because the technology is directly applicable to future space systems. Currently, the maximum frequency for this receiver technology is roughly 650 GHz. Above 650 GHz, it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain sufficient local oscillator power to pump the front-end mixers without resorting to cryogenic systems or laser-pumped sources. These technologies are not attractive for space applications because the requisite hardware is large, heavy and power-intensive. Since the aircraft thermal environment can vary by more than 20°C, the receivers are insulated and temperature-controlled to minimize temperature-induced gain drifts.

[17] The choice of frequencies balanced sensitivity to ice mass and particle size with technological constraints posed by the choice of technology. The highest frequency selected for SWCIR was 643 GHz to take advantage of an existing design developed for the EOS Microwave Limb Sounder [Waters et al., 1999]. This approach reduced both cost and risk. The other three frequencies were chosen to coincide with water vapor spectral lines at 183 GHz, 325 GHz, and 448 GHz. Since heterodyne receivers have limited bandwidth (>3%), locating the center frequency on narrow emissions lines allows the use of a single receiver front-end with multiple IF band passes to collect data at several opacities. The 183 GHz line was chosen because the receiver band pass could be adjusted to match its weighting function to the 643 GHz channel. The ability to match the higher frequency weighting functions combined with its relative insensitivity to cirrus allows it to correct for variations in the water vapor-induced emission background. The 325 GHz and 448 GHz water vapor lines were chosen for their opacity and their roughly equal spacing between 183 GHz and 643

Figure 2. The SWCIR design viewed from the outside of the DC-8 aircraft.
GHz (which is desired for cirrus retrievals). Finally, a set of three band passes were selected for each of the 183 GHz, 325 GHz, and 448 GHz receivers. The method for choosing these frequencies is discussed in section 6.

[18] The receiver outputs are digitized along with a variety of instrument health and status data such as temperatures and voltages measured at a variety of components and motor positions. These data will be integrated with aircraft data including GPS time, aircraft orientation, and position. The data acquisition system uses a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software providing a quick-look, real-time display in addition to archiving raw data for detailed analysis at a later date.

3. Bayesian Retrieval Algorithm

[19] The retrieval algorithm is designed primarily to derive cloud ice water path (IWP) and median mass particle diameter ($D_{me}$) from SWCIR brightness temperatures. However, it can also retrieve other properties, such as ice cloud height and the water vapor profile. The Bayesian retrieval algorithm uses a database of precalculated brightness temperatures for many cloud and atmosphere cases, and integrates over the points in the database with Bayes theorem. Bayesian inversion methods formally add prior information to that provided by the measurements to obtain a well posed retrieval and corresponding uncertainty estimate [Sivia, 1996]. Bayes theorem can be stated mathematically for the retrieval problem as

$$P_{post}(x|T) = \frac{P_{f}(T|x)p_{p}(x)}{\int P_{f}(T|x)p_{p}(x)dx}$$

where $x$ is the vector of cloud and atmosphere parameters that affect the measured brightness temperatures, $T$ is the vector of measured brightness temperatures, $p_{p}(x)$ is the prior probability density function (pdf) of the cloud/atmospheric state $x$, $P_{f}(T|x)$ is the conditional pdf of the brightness temperature given the atmosphere vector (related to the forward radiative transfer model), and $P_{post}(x|T)$ is the posterior pdf of the cloud/atmospheric state.

Figure 3. The SWCIR design viewed from the inside of the DC-8 aircraft.

Figure 4. The 643 GHz receiver. A Fabry-Perot interferometer is used to couple the local oscillator into the mixer.
given the measured brightness temperatures. The prior pdf represents our knowledge of the atmosphere and cirrus clouds before the measurements are taken.

[20] The retrieved cloud/atmosphere state $\mathbf{x}_{\text{ret}}$ is calculated by integrating over the posterior pdf to find the mean state:

$$
\mathbf{x}_{\text{ret}} = \int \mathbf{x} p_{\text{post}} (\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{T}) d\mathbf{x}.
$$

In practice, this integral is replaced by a sum over the cases in the database:

$$
\mathbf{x}_{\text{ret}} = \sum_{i} \mathbf{x}_i p_{\text{post}} (\mathbf{x}_i | \mathbf{T}).
$$

This is a Monte Carlo integration because the database points are chosen randomly. One advantage of the Bayesian framework is that the uncertainties in retrieved parameters are naturally defined by the variance of the posterior pdf:

$$
\sigma_x^2 = \int (x - \bar{x})^2 p_{\text{post}} (x | \mathbf{T}) dx,
$$

where $\sigma_x$ is the one sigma error bar in $x$ and $\bar{x} = x_{\text{ret}}$ is the mean $x$ of the posterior pdf.

[21] The conditional pdf $p_{\text{post}} (\mathbf{T} | \mathbf{x})$ is the probability density of the brightness temperature vector given an atmospheric state. This is easily related to the forward radiative transfer function $T_0 = R(x)$, in that the probability density of $\mathbf{T}$ should be localized around $T_0$. We assume a multivariate normally distributed probability density representing the uncertainty about $T_0$:

$$
p(T | \mathbf{x}) = \prod_{j=1}^{M} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_j^2}} \exp \left[ - \frac{(T_j - R_j(\mathbf{x}))^2}{2\sigma_j^2} \right],
$$

where $T_j$ is the $j$'th channel in the brightness temperature vector $\mathbf{T}$, $R_j(\mathbf{x})$ is the radiative transfer simulation for channel $j$, and $\sigma_j$ is the standard deviation for channel $j$. This formulation assumes that the uncertainty in each channel is independent of the other channels, which is a good assumption for random measurement noise, but may be less viable for representing the radiative transfer modeling error. We assume that the uncertainty $\sigma_j$ is due to the SWCIR absolute measurement errors. Since the conditional distribution is effectively zero if the brightness temperature vector is far from the observed one, the Bayesian algorithm interpolates between those points in the database that are reasonable matches to the observations.

[22] The prior probability distribution is a way of introducing other known information about the clouds or atmosphere. For example, we know that certain ranges of particle size are reasonable for cirrus clouds and that there is some correlation between temperature, particle size, and ice water content. If a remote sensing inversion is not completely well posed, then the addition of a priori information can serve as a constraint. In addition, the prior distribution gives a good indication of how to choose the random cases for the database. In fact, by choosing the database points in parameter space $\mathbf{x}_i$ distributed according to the prior pdf, the Monte Carlo integration simplifies to

$$
\mathbf{x}_{\text{ret}} = \frac{\sum_i \mathbf{x}_i p(T | \mathbf{x}_i)}{\sum_i p(T | \mathbf{x}_i)} \mathbf{x}_i \text{ from } p_{\text{pr}} (\mathbf{x}).
$$

[23] The amount of information added by the observation can be defined from probability theory using the relative entropy concept [Bernardo and Smith, 1994]. The relative entropy is

$$
I = \int p_{\text{post}} (x | \mathbf{T}) \ln \frac{p_{\text{post}} (x | \mathbf{T})}{p_{\text{pr}} (x)} dx.
$$

This can be computed easily by integrating over all database points if there are enough points with significant posterior probability density. If the observation adds no information then the posterior pdf equals the prior pdf, and the relative entropy is zero. The relative entropy is positive if the posterior pdf is narrower than the prior pdf. The relative entropy may be expressed in base 2 units or bits by dividing by $\ln 2$.

[24] The sums in the Bayesian retrieval algorithm span all points in the database. Including all the database points wastes computation time calculating the conditional pdf for points where the pdf is effectively zero, (i.e., where the observed brightness temperature is far from that of the database case). The conditional pdf is the product of exponentials, and, thus, is also the exponential of $\chi^2$:

$$
\chi^2 = \sum_{j=1}^{M} \frac{(T_j - R_j(\mathbf{x}))^2}{\sigma_j^2}.
$$

One way to speed up the Bayesian integration is to stop the $\chi^2$ summation and not calculate the posterior pdf when the $\chi^2$ exceeds a maximum, user specified value, $\chi^2 < \chi_{\text{max}}$. A second method is to avoid database points that are likely to have a large $\chi^2$. The database can be sorted to use only those points that lie within a particular range around the observed brightness temperature vector. The brightness temperature space is multi-dimensional with ten SWCIR channels, and cannot be sorted in all dimensions. Instead, a linear combination of channels having the maximum variance (i.e., the first principal component) is used to sort the database points. When doing retrievals, the observed brightness temperature vector is projected to the first principal component, which locates the observation along this one-dimensional sorted list of database points. The square root of the $\chi^2$ cutoff then gives the principal component range (above and below the observation) to use. It can be shown that while this method includes many points with larger $\chi^2$, it does not exclude any points with smaller $\chi^2$. If there are no database points within this cutoff, then the closest database point is used for the retrieval.

4. Atmosphere and Ice Cloud Simulation Method

[25] There are two parts to generating the database for input to the Bayesian retrieval algorithm: (1) creating the random atmosphere and cirrus cloud properties, and (2) computing the simulated SWCIR brightness temperatures. The temperature, humidity, and cloud properties are distributed in the database according to the Bayes prior probability density function. This distribution represents our estimate of the “climatology” of cirrus cloud properties, including the relationships between parameters, such as ice water content and particle size. In this study the focus is on midlatitude winter synoptically generated ice clouds and tropical convective anvil cirrus.

[26] The procedure for creating the random clouds and atmospheres is described below. The database is typically developed for one geographic region and season. The retrieval database should
contain the full range of relevant atmospheric/cloud situations. Any parameter that significantly affects the brightness temperatures should be varied in a realistic manner.

4.1. Ice Cloud Microphysics Data

[27] In situ observed cirrus microphysical data are used to create a realistic distribution of ice cloud properties. The microphysical information is obtained from Particle Measuring Systems (PMS) 2DC and 2DP probes flown in two different field experiments. These probes observe the particle shadow from which particle projected area and maximum projected diameter are obtained. The area ratio \( A_j \) is the ratio of the projected area to the area of the circumscribing circle of the maximum diameter \( D_{\text{max}} \).

[28] For midlatitude winter synoptic ice cloud simulations we use 2DC and 2DP data obtained during the FIRE-I [Starr and Wylie, 1990] experiment in October, 1986 by Heymsfield et al. [1990]. Spiral descents from four flights of the King Air aircraft, with altitudes ranging from 8.7 km to 5.3 km, produced 695 five second samples. The FIRE-I microphysics data indicated that most of the particles were rosettes. A new area ratio-effective density \( A_j \rho_v \) relation [Heymsfield et al., 2002] appropriate for 5 bullet rosettes is employed. The \( A_j \rho_v \) relation and the definition of effective density, \( m = (\pi/6)D_{\text{max}}^3 \rho_v \), are used to convert the particle concentration as a function of maximum diameter and area ratio to a particle mass distribution \( (n(m)) \) for each sample. The 2DC probes underestimate the particle concentration for maximum diameters below 100 \( \mu \)m [M. McFarquhar and Heymsfield, 1996]. A new parameterization for the small particle size distribution, developed by Nari Orikasa and Andy Heymsfield, is used. This parameterization is based on small particles observed in midlatitude winter synoptically generated cirrus in about 30 balloon ascents of the HYVIS microvideo-graph system [Marakami and Matsuo, 1988; Mizuno et al., 1994]. The application of this parameterization made only small changes to the results because most of the ice mass is contained in the larger particles.

[29] For tropical anvil cirrus simulations we use 2DC probe data obtained during the Central Equatorial Pacific Experiment (CEPEX) in 1993 [M. McFarquhar and Heymsfield, 1996]. In CEPEX the 2DC probe flew on a Learjet with a maximum altitude of 14 km. There are 12,505 10 second samples, each having the particle number concentration as a function of maximum diameter and area ratio. The area ratio and maximum diameter are used to assign crystal habit, and hence mass to each of the bins [Heymsfield et al., 1990]. The microphysics data are represented with a gaussian distribution of temperature (see section 4.2), so a subset of 3000 cloud probe samples was chosen to match a gaussian distribution with mean of 230 K and standard deviation of 15 K.

[30] The ice water content (IWC) and median mass equivalent sphere diameter \( (D_{\text{me}}) \) of each microphysical sample is obtained by finding the gamma distribution that matches the third and fourth moments of the equivalent sphere diameter, \( D_e \) [Evans et al., 1998]:

\[
M_N = \sum n_i \int \frac{d^3D_e}{D_e} = \left( \frac{6m_i}{\pi \rho_v} \right)^{1/3}
\]

\[
\text{IWC} = \frac{\rho_i}{6} M_N \frac{D_{\text{me}}}{M_3} = \frac{1 + 3.67}{5} \frac{M_4}{M_3}
\]

using \( \rho_i = 916 \text{kg/m}^3 \) for the density of ice. This assumes a gamma distribution with \( \alpha = 1 \), where \( M(D_e) \propto D_e^\alpha \exp[-(\alpha + 3.67)D_e/D_{\text{me}}] \). Evans et al. [1998] showed that gamma size distributions defined in this way are almost equivalent to the actual distribution in terms of subm radiation transfer. Scatterplots of \( D_{\text{me}} \) versus temperature, IWC versus temperature, and IWC versus \( D_{\text{me}} \) are displayed in Figures 5 and 6. These show significant correlation between temperature and \( D_{\text{me}} \) and IWC and \( D_{\text{me}} \). The statistics (mean, standard deviation, and correlation) derived from these data are the inputs to the cloud generation procedure.

4.2. Cloud and Atmosphere Simulation Procedure

[31] In situ cloud probes usually collect data along horizontal aircraft flight lines, and thus do not obtain the coherent vertical information needed for radiative transfer simulations. The hun-
changes and within the cloud. The new approach developed here takes advantage of the correlation of temperature, IWC, and $D_{me}$ from the cloud probe data to construct vertically inhomogeneous clouds based on the cloud top and base temperature. The method uses random sampling of probability distributions to generate clouds with stochastic properties.

[12] The first step is to generate random temperature and relative humidity profiles with the appropriate statistics. Many observed meteorological soundings that are representative of a particular experiment are selected. The covariance matrix and mean profile of temperatures and relative humidities at a set of altitudes (e.g., 1 km spacing) are calculated. A principal component or empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis determines the independent component profiles from the covariance matrix. A random profile is made by using independent gaussian noise, with variance of the eigenvalues, for the principal component amplitudes. With this method the random temperature and relative humidity profiles have the same mean, standard deviations, and vertical correlations as the set of observed profiles.

[13] The simulations presented here used profiles from the TIGR3 database [Cheedin, 1985]. The multitude simulation used 72 TIGR3 profiles from 35 to 50N latitude in the December to February season. The tropical simulation used 118 profiles from 15S to 15N latitude. The mean and variability of the temperature and relative humidity profiles from 10,000 realizations are shown in Figure 7. As expected, there is a larger temperature variability for midlatitude winter than for tropical atmospheres.

[14] The stochastic clouds are constructed in a series of steps. The cloud top height has a gaussian distribution, which agrees with mm cloud radar top height distributions from the tropical west Pacific and wintertime Oklahoma (not shown). The mean cloud top height is specified in terms of temperature and thus depends on the randomly created temperature profile. There may be one or two cloud layers, though only single cloud layers are used here. The geometrical thickness has an exponential distribution. The random cloud is rejected if the thickness is less than 50 m or the cloud bottom is below a specified minimum altitude. These probability distributions are independent.

[15] The ice cloud top and bottom temperatures are used to generate random values of IWC and $D_{me}$ at cloud top and bottom from the covariance matrix of observed temperature $T$, IWC, and $D_{me}$. Lognormal distributions of IWC and $D_{me}$ are assumed, resulting in a trivariate gaussian distribution of $T$, ln(IWC), and ln($D_{me}$). Table 2 lists the parameters of the trivariate gaussian distribution from the FIRE-I and CEPEX microphysics data. Fixing the temperature results in a bivariate gaussian distribution of ln(IWC) and ln($D_{me}$) (with temperature dependent means). Gaussian random numbers are used to generate the random ln(IWC) and ln($D_{me}$) that are correlated with temperature (and each other).

[16] The modeled ice cloud is completely specified by the IWC and $D_{me}$ at the top and bottom. A linear profile of $D_{me}$ in the cloud is assumed. If the $D_{me}$ at cloud top is larger than at cloud base, that random cloud is rejected (it must also be in the range of the scattering tables from 10 to 1000 $\mu$m). The ice water content inside the cloud is interpolated according to IWC $\propto D_{me}^{2}$. The exponent 2 is derived from the top and bottom values of IWC/$D_{me}$, and cases with $b < 0$ are rejected. The ice water path is calculated by integrating the IWC through the cloud depth, assuming the 0.5 km sublayers have uniform properties. The “mean” cloud $D_{me}$ is obtained from the third and fourth moments of $D_{me}$ as described in section 4.1. The gamma particle size distribution width parameter $\alpha$ is randomly chosen to be 0, 1, 2, or 7.

[17] Liquid clouds below ice clouds are allowed in the cloud generation scheme. An ice to liquid transition zone is specified in terms of temperature. For each cloud the ice/liquid transition temperature is randomly selected from a uniform distribution. The transition temperature is converted to height with the temperature profile and used to cut the cloud into separate ice and liquid
parts. Thus, mixed phase layers are not modeled, though the adjacent ice and liquid layers may be effectively mixed by the radiative transfer. The cloud liquid water content (LWC) is the same as the ice cloud base IWC. If the cloud top is below the transition level, then there is no ice portion and the LWC is set to 0.1 g/m³. The liquid cloud diameter $D_{me}$ is set to 12 μm (this value is not important in the submm).

[38] The relative humidity inside liquid clouds is set to 100%. The mean relative humidity inside an ice cloud is set to ice saturation, but the actual relative humidity fluctuates with the random atmosphere generation process. The relative humidity is not allowed to exceed 100% or go below 0.01%.

4.3. Radiative Transfer

[39] The retrieval database consists of the desired retrieval parameters, such as IWP, $D_{me}$, and layer humidities, and the associated SWCIR brightness temperatures for many atmosphere/
circus cases. For each random atmosphere/cloud case a radiative transfer model simulates the SWCIR brightness temperatures for desired viewing angles and aircraft altitudes.

[40] Owing to the large number of cases in the retrieval database, we have used an approximate, but computationally efficient Eddington second approximation/single scattering hybrid model [Deeter and Evans, 1998]. The current version of the model implements vertically inhomogeneous clouds with uniform sublayers, in this case of 0.5 km or smaller thickness. The accuracy of the model in comparison to a standard multi-stream model is a few percent in the brightness temperature change ΔTb. A purely absorbing atmosphere outside the cloud layer is assumed. The surface temperature is set to the lowest atmosphere level, and the surface emissivity is set to unity (the SWCIR channels have small

Table 2. Mean and Covariance Matrix of the Ice Cloud Microphysics Parameters\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Covariance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temperature</strong></td>
<td><strong>ln(IWC)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ln(Dme)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>246.1</td>
<td>46.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln(IWC)</td>
<td>3.646</td>
<td>3.265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln(Dme)</td>
<td>5.908</td>
<td>1.723</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Midlatitude Winter/FIRE-I Microphysics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>ln(IWC)</th>
<th>ln(Dme)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>230.3</td>
<td>138.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln(IWC)</td>
<td>4.527</td>
<td>7.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln(Dme)</td>
<td>4.950</td>
<td>4.258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tropical/CEPEX Microphysics**

\(^a\)The statistics are given for temperature (K), ice water content (g/m\(^3\)), and median mass equivalent sphere diameter (Dme, \(\mu\)m).

5. Retrieval Simulation Experiments and Results

[43] Retrieval simulations are performed to determine the accuracy of retrieving ice cloud and water vapor profile parameters with the SWCIR. These are done by simulating observations with a radiative transfer model. The simulated observations, including added measurement noise, are then input to the Bayesian algorithm to retrieve the desired parameters. Since this is a simulation, the “true” parameters values are known, and can be compared with the retrieved parameters to determine the retrieval accuracy. This has been done repeatedly for a realistic distribution of cloud and atmospheric parameters to make an estimate of the accuracy of the parameter retrievals. In order for the accuracy estimate to be reliable, all geophysical parameters that could influence the measured radiation need to be varied realistically. This study primarily uses the same microphysical statistics to generate the clouds for the simulated observations as are used in the prior probability distribution in the Bayes retrieval algorithm.

5.1. Retrieval Simulation Experiments

[44] Simulations are performed for two basic situations: ice clouds in midlatitude winter and cirrus anvils in the tropics. The temperature and relative humidity profile statistics and the ice and water cloud microphysics are described in section 4.2. The parameters that specify the cloud geometry distributions are listed in Table 3. The simulated SWCIR observations are generated with the same procedure as the retrieval database, but with a different random number generator seed and with noise added.

[45] The simulations in this section use the 10 SWCIR channels with frequencies given in Table 1. The SWCIR specification is 1.0 K absolute accuracy in brightness temperature, so gaussian noise of 1.0 K rms is added to each channel. The retrieval database consists of 3 \(\times\) 10\(^5\) cases and the \(\chi^2\) cutoff is 50.

[46] The flight altitude for the midlatitude winter simulation is 12 km which is near the DC-8 ceiling and above nearly all the simulated cloud tops. Since the SWCIR cannot view nadir, the viewing zenith angle is 30°. For the tropical simulation, the flight

Table 3. Parameters of the Probability Distributions Describing the Cloud Geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Midlatitude Winter</th>
<th>Tropical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature of mean cloud top height, K</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean height of cloud top, km</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of cloud top height, km</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean cloud thickness, km</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum cloud base height, km</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice/liquid transition zone, K</td>
<td>243 – 273</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
altitude is 10 km. This is the minimum desired altitude given the upper tropospheric water vapor absorption in the tropics. The upward viewing geometry is simulated with a zenith angle of 0°. The minimum cloud altitude in the tropical simulation is 10 km, so the aircraft is assumed to be always flying below, not inside, the clouds.

The statistics of the 10,000 randomly generated clouds used for testing are listed in Table 4. The typical midlatitude winter ice cloud has higher IWP and $D_{me}$ than the typical tropical cloud. The width of the IWP distribution is wider for the CEPEX tropical microphysics, yielding a mean IWP that is similar for the two simulations. In the midlatitude winter simulation 7.6% of the cases contain both an ice and liquid cloud, while 3.0% of the cases have only a liquid cloud. Of the cases with both ice and liquid clouds, the mean and median liquid water paths are 86 and 32 g/m², respectively, which is reasonable for altostratus clouds.

Many of the simulated ice clouds have an IWP that is too small for the SWCIR to measure accurately. However, for most climate applications, it is not the number of cloudy pixels that needs to be measured, but the total ice mass. Therefore a more relevant statistic is the fraction of the total ice mass that can be measured. The cumulative distribution of IWP by number of pixels and by total ice mass is shown in Figure 8. If we choose 5 g/m² as the threshold for measurable IWP, then 31.5% (midlatitude) and 52.3% (tropical) of the clouds fall below the threshold. However, only 2.3% (midlatitude) and 3.2% (tropical) of the total simulated ice mass is below the threshold.

### 5.2. Single Pixel Ice Cloud Retrieval Results

The IWP and $D_{me}$ retrieval errors are assessed by comparing the retrieved parameters to the known values. Traditionally, the error for quantities, such as IWP, that vary by orders of magnitudes is expressed in a fractional sense. Here we use the fractional or logarithmic difference expressed in decibels (dB). However, a fractional error for IWP near zero is meaningless, and thus the fractional error should only be considered for cases above the noise level. We apply the fractional error to cases with the IWP above a cutoff of 5 g/m². The often-used rms difference is easily skewed by a few very poor retrievals. Instead of the rms difference, we primarily use a more robust statistic, the median of the absolute value of the error. Thus, for all the retrievals being combined for an error estimate, 50% have a error less than the median error, and 50% have a larger error. For a zero mean gaussian distribution the root mean square error is 1.48 times the median absolute error. A 1 dB error is a factor of $10^{0.1}$ or about 25%, while a 3 dB error is a factor of 2.

Figure 9 shows the median fractional error as a function of cloud top height for the two simulations. For the midlatitude winter simulation the median ice water path error ranges from near 1 dB for higher altitude clouds to about 2 dB for low-altitude clouds. Water vapor absorption prevents the higher SWCIR frequencies from sensing the lower troposphere, so most of the information for the lower altitude clouds is from the 183 GHz and 325 GHz channels. Many of the low-altitude, warmer clouds derived from the FIRE-I microphysics have higher IWP and larger particles, where the lower frequencies are most sensitive. The median error in $D_{me}$ has less height dependence and is less than 1 dB for most altitudes. For the tropical simulation the median IWP error is around 1.0 dB for clouds tops below 14 km, but increases to 3.0 dB for the highest clouds. The SWCIR frequencies are relatively insensitive to clouds near the tropical tropopause, which have small particles and low IWP. Again, the median error in $D_{me}$ is much smaller and does not vary significantly with height.

### Table 4. Statistics of the Randomly Generated Ice Clouds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IWP, g/m²</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{me}$, μm</td>
<td>327.6</td>
<td>300.4</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>932.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z_{top}, km</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>13.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta Z$, km</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>6.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IWP, g/m²</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{me}$, μm</td>
<td>125.1</td>
<td>109.8</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>738.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z_{top}, km</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>20.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta Z$, km</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>7.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*IWP is ice water path, $D_{me}$ is median mass equivalent sphere diameter, $Z_{top}$ is cloud top height, and $\Delta Z$ is cloud thickness. The midlatitude winter statistics exclude the liquid only cases (3.0%).

Figure 8. The fraction of pixels with IWP greater than a given value (cumulative distribution function) and the fraction of the total mass in pixels with IWP greater than a given value for the two simulations.
Figure 9. Median fractional error in dB of the retrieved ice water path and median mass diameter as function of cloud top altitude for the midlatitude winter and tropical simulations. Only cases with IWP greater than 5 g/m² are included.

[51] In many ways the bias error in cirrus retrievals is more important than the single pixel error because individual retrievals can be averaged to determine the ice mass in a region. Figure 10 shows the mean fractional difference (or bias) between the true and retrieved IWP and $D_{me}$ as a function of cloud top height. For the midlatitude winter simulation the biases are small, mostly less than 0.5 dB. For the tropical simulation the IWP has a large negative bias for high altitude clouds, meaning that the average cloud with IWP > 5 g/m² has a retrieved IWP that is too small. In contrast, the retrieved $D_{me}$ for the higher clouds is too large on average. Because of the small brightness temperature signal at SWCIR frequencies from the thin cirrus near the tropical tropopause, the retrievals are biased toward small IWP by the prior probability distribution.

[52] One strategy to increase the sensitivity to thin ice clouds is to view along a slant path, along which the SWCIR beam intersects a larger ice mass. Figure 11 compares IWP retrieval error for the standard viewing angles and slant paths of 70.5° (three times the zenith path length) as a function of ice water path. As expected, the near zenith retrieval error is large for low ice water path because the corresponding brightness temperature change is small. The retrieval errors for lower IWP are reduced with the slant viewing path. For the midlatitude winter simulation, the retrieval errors increase for the largest IWP. This happens because the brightness temperatures begin to saturate at high IWP and the large IWP clouds tend to occur at lower altitudes which are screened by water vapor absorption. Both these effects are increased with the slant path, and the midlatitude winter IWP retrieval error is substantially worse at high IWP for the slant path. The tropical simulation has small retrieval error at large IWP for both viewing angles. This different result occurs because the smaller particles reduce the brightness temperature saturation effect and water vapor screening is not a problem for upward viewing. The dip in the IWP error from 2 to 5 g/m² in the zenith view for the tropical simulation is caused by the large number of clouds in the prior probability distribution with their IWP in this range. This biases the low IWP retrievals toward these values because there is little brightness temperature signal at these low IWP.

[53] The overall single pixel fractional error for the two simulations and two view angles are shown in Table 5. The retrieval errors are quite low, with median IWP errors around 1 dB and rms IWP errors around 2 dB. This is encouraging because it is considerably better than existing remote sensing techniques. The median mass diameter rms errors are about 1.0 dB. These median fractional errors are for ice water paths above a 5 g/m² threshold. As shown in Figure 8, most of the ice mass exists in clouds with IWP greater than 5 g/m² (at least for these simulations, and probably in reality as well).

[54] One advantage of the Bayesian retrieval method is that error bars, defined by one standard deviations, are retrieved along with the parameter values. The retrieval simulations offer a means to test the accuracy of these error bars. A normalized error is defined by $\delta = (q_{\text{true}} - q_{\text{ret}}) / \sigma_q$, where $q_{\text{true}}$ and $q_{\text{ret}}$ are the retrieved and true parameter values and $\sigma_q$ is the retrieved standard deviation. This normalized error is only calculated when there are 10 database cases within the $\chi^2$ cutoff. One would like the Bayesian error bars to mirror standard gaussian errors (though the error statistics are not necessarily gaussian), so that the error would be within one standard deviation in 68% of the cases. Table 6 lists the fraction of cases for which the normalized error is within ±1 and ±3. The normalized errors are within ±1 somewhat more often than, but close to, 68% of the time. The normalized error is within ±3 in 97% to 98% of the cases. This shows that the errors are somewhat nongaussian since a standard normal distribution is within ±3 fully 99.7% of the time.

Figure 10. Mean bias fractional error in dB of the retrieved ice water path and median mass diameter as function of cloud top altitude for the midlatitude winter and tropical simulations.
The relative entropy is a measure of how much the uncertainty in all the parameters is reduced by one SWCIR measurement. The median relative entropy over all simulated observations (with more than 10 database points within the $\chi^2$ cutoff) is 8.8 bits for the midlatitude winter simulation and 8.9 bits for the tropical simulation. One bit of information reduces the uncertainty by a factor of two, 2 bits by a factor of 4, etc. The amount of information added by the SWCIR measurements varies with the cloud case from 5.4 bits to 18.2 bits (limited by the size of the database). Another way to express this is that the volume of uncertainty in all the parameters is reduced by one SWCIR typically by a factor of $2^{8.9} = 470$.

The effect of liquid clouds in the midlatitude winter simulation can be seen by analyzing the retrieval accuracy for cases containing only ice clouds with those containing both ice and liquid. Figure 12 plots the IWP and $D_{me}$ median retrieval error as a function of cloud bottom altitude for three sets of cases. There is very little difference in retrieval accuracy between the ice only and ice + liquid cases, except for a small increase in median IWP error for ice cloud bases between 4 and 5 km. We conclude that liquid clouds do not dramatically affect the ice cloud retrievals. While this is not an explicit test of mixed phase clouds, the close proximity of the liquid clouds to the ice layers should be a reasonable test of the mixed phase retrieval accuracy.

Another source of uncertainty is cirrus particle shape. This uncertainty is quantified by simulating observations from clouds containing four different randomly oriented particle shapes: hexagonal column, 4 bullet-rosette, 7 bullet-rosette, and a “stick-ball” irregular shape. These shapes are somewhat idealized, for example, hexagonal columns are normally horizontally oriented. Observations are simulated for two cases: (1) each cirrus cloud made of a single, randomly chosen particle shape, and (2) all clouds made of an equal mixture of the four shapes. The retrievals are performed with a database made for the equal mixture of shapes. Thus the retrievals for the first case have errors caused by particle shape, while those for the second case do not.

Table 5. Ice Water Path and Median Mass Diameter Fractional Errors Over All Simulated Observations With IWP Greater Than 5 g/m$^2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>IWP dB Error</th>
<th>$D_{me}$ dB Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>rms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLW, $\theta = 30^\circ$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLW, $\theta = 70.5^\circ$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRP, $\theta = 0^\circ$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRP, $\theta = 70.5^\circ$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*MLW is the midlatitude winter simulation, and TRP is the tropical simulation. $\theta$ is the viewing zenith angle.
whereas realistically the particle shape mixture used in the retrieval algorithm would be biased compared to reality. On the other hand, a wide range of particle morphologies have been modeled, and real cirrus are almost always a mixture of shapes, rather than made of a single shape as assumed here.

Up to this point the retrieval simulations have assumed that the prior distribution of profiles in the retrieval database had the same statistics as those of the simulated observations. For retrievals with actual SWCIR data the true cirrus microphysical statistics would not be known exactly. The effect of the retrieval database having incorrect statistics is explored by performing retrievals for the midlatitude winter simulation with a different database. The alternate midlatitude winter retrieval database is identical to the regular one except that (1) the CEPEX microphysics (Table 2) is assumed, and (2) the standard deviation of cloud top height is reduced from 1.5 to 1.0 km. The IWP and \( D_{me} \) retrieval accuracy for the two retrieval databases is compared in Figure 14. As expected, the retrievals with the alternate database have greater error. For IWP the median retrieval error is increased only by about 0.3 dB. The \( D_{me} \) error for the alternate retrieval database is much larger for the lower-altitude clouds. The CEPEX microphysics extrapolated to the higher temperatures of these low clouds results in much smaller \( D_{me} \) compared to the FIRE-I microphysics (median of 240 \( \mu \)m vs. 420 \( \mu \)m for \( Z_{top} < 4 \)km). The water vapor screening of the lower-altitude clouds prevents the SWCIR channels from determining the particle size, so the Bayesian algorithm obtains the \( D_{me} \) information from the incorrect prior pdf.

### 5.3. Pixel Averaged Ice Cloud Retrieval Results

One important use of SWCIR measurements will be to determine the average ice water path over an area to compare with numerical cloud modeling results or other remote sensing techniques. Averaging reduces the random retrieval errors and also the sampling errors. Sampling errors arise from estimating the mean of a population by measuring only some samples. For example, the SWCIR might be flown on several flight segments above a region with cirrus clouds, but would still sample only a small fraction of the columns in the region. Nevertheless, the mean ice water path might be well estimated if enough independent parts of the region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Fraction Valid</th>
<th>Fraction Within 1( s )</th>
<th>Fraction Within 3( s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLW</td>
<td>IWP</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLW</td>
<td>( D_{me} )</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRP</td>
<td>IWP</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRP</td>
<td>( D_{me} )</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The fraction of cases with valid error bars and the fraction of those with normalized errors between ±1 and ±3 are listed. Results are shown for the midlatitude winter (MLW) and tropical (TRP) simulations.*
were sampled. Successive pixels from the SWCIR will not be independent because ice clouds have spatial correlations extending tens to hundreds of kilometers.

![Figure 14](image.png)

**Figure 14.** Median IWP and $D_{me}$ error as a function of cloud top height for the midlatitude winter simulation, comparing retrievals done with the correct (FIRE-I) and incorrect (CEPEX) prior pdf retrieval databases.

Bayesian algorithm with the correct prior pdf that the retrieval error of the mean converges to zero. In the more reasonable scenario of the prior pdf not agreeing with the observed statistics, the retrieval error asymptotes with the number of independent samples. In this example, the CEPEX IWP retrieval error asymptotes to 8.5 g/m$^2$ after about 200 samples. Thus the sampling errors are important and will usually exceed the retrieval errors when small numbers of independent samples are averaged together.

### 5.4. Humidity Profile Retrieval Results

[64] While the main purpose of the SWCIR is not to retrieve water vapor, the water vapor channels necessary for accurate ice cloud retrievals may provide good retrievals of upper tropospheric humidity. The Bayesian algorithm can easily retrieve any parameter that is varied in the database, such as the temperature and water vapor profiles. The average temperature and integrated water vapor in 2 km thick layers were retrieved for the midlatitude winter and tropical simulations, including the ice clouds as described above. Table 7 lists the temperature and water vapor retrieval errors and the statistics of the original temperature and water vapor profiles.

[65] The simulated water vapor retrievals are very poor for the midlatitude winter experiment, with the rms retrieval errors being only slightly smaller than the standard deviation of the water vapor profile. This is probably because there is no source of temperature profile information. Water vapor retrievals for a downward viewing radiometer are highly sensitive to uncertainties in the temperature. In contrast, the water vapor retrievals for the upward viewing tropical experiment are quite good. The rms water vapor error in the 10–12 km layer is only 10% of the standard deviation and 6% of the mean water vapor amount. The absolute rms water vapor error is about the same for the 12–14 km layer, but the water vapor amount is about one fifth. The fractional errors for higher altitude tropical layers would be much worse, because there is much less water vapor (unless the aircraft flight level was higher so that the layers contributed significantly to the total integrated vapor). The temperature retrievals in the tropical experiment also reduce the uncertainty substantially. The good temperature and water vapor retrievals are explained by the upward viewing geometry. The atmosphere above 10 km is usually optically thin for most of the SWCIR frequencies. The measured brightness temperature is then proportional to the vertically integrated water vapor and the mean temperature. With two channels of different water vapor sensitivity, both temperature and integrated water vapor can be accurately retrieved. These simulations show that the SWCIR can measure
water vapor above the flight altitude accurately even in the presence of cirrus clouds. The water vapor profile retrievals should be better if temperature profile information is available from radiosondes or numerical weather prediction models. The addition of temperature profile information is likely to make the downward viewing water vapor retrievals useable.

6. SWCIR Frequency Selection

This section describes the simulation methods used to choose the SWCIR frequencies. These methods may be generally applicable to the design of heterodyne submillimeter radiometers for cirrus sensing. A previous submillimeter cirrus remote sensing article suggested a set of frequencies in atmospheric windows spaced by a factor of 1.3 to 1.4 apart [Evans et al., 1998]. This recommendation was made before the role of water vapor screening and ice cloud vertical inhomogeneity in the retrieval process were fully appreciated. In general, there are two aspects to frequency selection: (1) the general configuration of receivers and number of channels, and (2) the exact placement of the band passes of the channels. The frequency selection approach recommended here is to select candidate sets of channels, tune the exact frequencies using clear-sky absorption considerations, and then perform retrieval simulations to determine the best set of frequencies for cirrus sensing. An iterative approach may be required.

The initially selected SWCIR 183 GHz, 325 GHz, and 448 GHz receiver specifications were vetted by radiometer receiver engineers to produce a set of receiver specifications that could be realized within the available budget. Simulations were used to assess cirrus retrieval performance. The receiver specifications were then iterated between simulations and receiver engineering studies to optimize their cirrus retrieval performance.

6.1. Exact Frequency Selection

Two procedures were performed to choose the exact bandpass frequencies of the SWCIR channels: (1) matching clear-sky transmission by minimizing brightness temperature differences between channels, and (2) examining clear-sky weighting functions to adjust the vertical sensitivity of the water vapor absorption line frequencies. Matching the clear-sky transmission reduces the effect of water vapor variability by making the frequencies equally sensitive to water vapor. The weighting functions are adjusted to obtain relatively independent information about the vertical profile.

The clear-sky transmission profiles for the three lower frequencies are matched to that of the 643 GHz channel by finding the band passes that yield the closest brightness temperatures. The atmospheric profile of water vapor affects the matching due to the different pressure dependence of absorption at the four frequencies. The 643 and 448 GHz channels are in the wings of strong water vapor absorption lines (especially the 557 GHz line), while the 325 and 183 GHz channels are closer to the center of weak absorption lines. Owing to pressure broadening of the absorption lines, the water vapor absorption coefficient increases with pressure for 448 and 643 GHz at more than twice the rate as for the matched 183 and 325 GHz frequencies. Thus, in an atmosphere where the weighting function peak is at lower altitude (higher pressure), the 643 GHz absorption will be relatively greater than the 183 GHz channel absorption. A drier atmosphere has its weighting function peak at a lower altitude, hence the 183 and 325 GHz brightness temperatures will tend to be higher than those at 448 and 643 GHz. A moister atmosphere has its weighting function peak at a higher altitude, hence the 183 and 325 GHz brightness temperatures will tend to be lower than those at 448 and 643 GHz. For this reason, it is not possible to perfectly match the brightness temperatures under all conditions.

The radiative transfer model used for this study is the same hybrid model described above. The molecular absorption is calculated with the LBLRTM model for 0.5 km layers at 0.03 GHz spectral resolution. The radiances calculated at this fine resolution are averaged over a rectangular band pass of 0.9 GHz for the transmission matching. Brightness temperatures are computed for nadir viewing from an altitude of 12 km. The matching frequencies are found by moving the channel offsets in 0.03 GHz steps. The criterion for the best match is the root mean square (rms) brightness temperature difference from 643 GHz over the 20 atmospheres.

Table 8 lists the matched frequencies and the rms $T_b$ error. As expected, the rms brightness temperature difference from 643 GHz is highest for the two channels on the weak absorption lines. These matching channels are fairly close to the absorption line center. Given the wide range of atmospheres used, the rms brightness temperature errors are relatively small.

### Table 7. SWCIR Simulated Retrieval Accuracy for Temperature and Water Vapor Amount

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer, km</th>
<th>Mean Temperature, K</th>
<th>s.d.</th>
<th>rms Error</th>
<th>Mean Water Vapor, g/m²</th>
<th>s.d.</th>
<th>rms Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12–10</td>
<td>219.9</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>10.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–8</td>
<td>224.8</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>54.74</td>
<td>53.22</td>
<td>42.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–6</td>
<td>235.4</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>255.3</td>
<td>227.2</td>
<td>182.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–4</td>
<td>247.9</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>847.6</td>
<td>695.6</td>
<td>573.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer, km</th>
<th>Mean Temperature, K</th>
<th>s.d.</th>
<th>rms Error</th>
<th>Mean Water Vapor, g/m²</th>
<th>s.d.</th>
<th>rms Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14–12</td>
<td>217.9</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>47.61</td>
<td>30.90</td>
<td>11.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–10</td>
<td>233.4</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>219.6</td>
<td>137.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SWCIR simulated retrieval accuracy for temperature and water vapor amount for the two simulations (downward viewing from 12 km in midlatitude winter and upward viewing from 10 km in the tropics). The mean and standard deviation of temperature and water vapor in the true atmospheres, and the rms retrieval error are listed.

### Table 8. Best Matching Radiometer Frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavenumber, cm⁻¹</th>
<th>Frequency, GHz</th>
<th>$T_{b,325}\text{K}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.114 ± 0.049</td>
<td>183.31 ± 1.47</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.846 ± 0.050</td>
<td>325.15 ± 1.50</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.943 ± 0.240</td>
<td>448.00 ± 7.20</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.443 ± 0.217</td>
<td>642.86 ± 6.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ozone absorption spectrum is considered in choosing the double sideband offset for the 643 GHz channel. For upward viewing, a brightness temperature spectrum shows several ozone lines in the 643 GHz receiver band pass. The 643 GHz channel offset is chosen so that a 2 GHz bandwidth avoids the ozone lines.

The two other channels for each receiver are chosen by analyzing weighting functions. Moving the channels closer to the water vapor line center shifts the weighting function to higher altitude. Conversely, moving the channels further from the line center shifts the weighting function to lower altitude. These channels in addition to the four matched ones (183.31 ± 1.47, 325.15 ± 1.50, 448.00 ± 7.20, 642.86 ± 6.50 GHz) provide information about the water vapor profile and cloud height which improves the cirrus retrievals.

The weighting functions depend very much on the particular water vapor profile. For illustration, the weighting functions for a clear-sky standard midlatitude winter atmosphere are shown in Figures 16 and 17. Weighting functions are generated assuming nadir viewing and a domain top of 20 km. The weighting functions for the four matched channels are shown in Figure 16. The 183 and 325 GHz weighting functions are significantly below the 448 and 643 GHz ones. Since the standard midlatitude winter atmosphere is one of the driest used in the transmission matching, the differences between the weak absorption line channels (183 and 325 GHz) and the strong absorption line channels (448 and 643 GHz) are the greatest.

The 448 GHz absorption line is quite strong, and thus channels can be added closer to the line center to obtain higher altitude weighting functions. Technological constraints limited how close the SWCIR band passes could be made to the central receiver frequency, with the minimum for the 448 GHz receiver being 1.0 GHz. A channel further from the absorption line center gives only a slightly lower altitude weighting function due to the strong water vapor absorption around the line. In section 6.2 it is shown that the extra channels closer to the line center improve the retrieval of higher-altitude clouds by helping to correct for the water vapor screening problem. The frequencies are selected to have uniformly separated weighting functions. The 448 GHz weighting functions are shown in Figure 17.

The key results are shown in Figure 19 which plots the rms retrieval error for the midlatitude winter atmosphere. With the two higher-altitude channels on the 448 GHz receiver and the two lower-altitude channels on 183 and 325 GHz receivers, there are a total of five levels sensed by the SWCIR (weighting functions are shown in Figure 17). In a standard midlatitude winter atmosphere the weighting function peaks range from 2.4 km to 7.2 km. The weighting function peaks for the matched channels are approximately 4.8 km for the winter atmosphere and 6.6 km for the standard midlatitude summer atmosphere. Figure 18 shows the SWCIR channel center frequencies located on brightness temperature spectra plots.

 Retrieval Simulations for Frequency Configurations

Ice cloud retrieval simulations as described in section 5.1 are performed for a number of frequency configurations. To simplify the description, results are shown for only four configurations using the final set of SWCIR frequencies. Table 9 lists the exact frequencies for the four configuration experiments. The last entry is the full set of frequencies chosen for the SWCIR.

The key results are shown in Figure 19 which plots the rms retrieval error for the midlatitude winter simulation as a function of cloud top height for the four frequency configurations. Starting with the 643 GHz plus 448 GHz configuration (1), there is only a modest improvement in IWP retrieval accuracy when adding the lower frequencies of configuration 2 with a single matched band pass at all four frequencies. There is a substantial improvement in
the retrieval of higher-altitude clouds with the addition of the other two 448 GHz receiver frequencies. This is a result of the ability to measure the amount of water vapor in and above the high-altitude clouds. The addition of the lower-altitude frequencies of the 325 GHz and 183 GHz receivers dramatically improves the IWP retrievals, especially for lower-altitude clouds. These channels are less sensitive to water vapor, and hence are able to sense the lower-altitude ice clouds. They also provide information on the upwelling radiance in thick ice clouds, which improves the retrievals of some high-altitude clouds.

[81] Figures 20 and 21 show the retrieval error for the four frequency configurations as a function of ice water path for the midlatitude winter and tropical simulations. In the midlatitude winter simulation the IWP error is similar for all four configurations for the 10 to 50 g/m² range, but substantially different for lower and higher IWP. The largest improvement comes with the addition of the lower-altitude 325 GHz and 183 GHz frequencies because most of the high IWP clouds in this simulation are at low altitudes that the other frequencies cannot sense well. In the tropical simulation there is a significant improvement in configuration 2 over configuration 1, especially in the D_{me} retrieval. However, there is almost no further improvement with the addition of the other six frequencies. The tropical simulation assumes an upward view from 12 km, so the lower water vapor absorption of the additional 325 GHz and 183 GHz frequencies does not help. The total water vapor information provided by the matched 183 GHz frequency is apparently adequate for the IWP retrievals. The upward viewing geometry underneath tropical cirrus is a much simpler retrieval problem due to the cold uniform background of space and the reduction in water vapor absorption.

7. Summary and Conclusions

[82] This paper provides a comprehensive analysis of the use of discrete frequency submillimeter radiometers to retrieve ice water path and characteristic particle size of ice clouds. This technique is important for enabling spaceborne measurements of cirrus proper-

Table 9. Frequency Configurations for the Retrieval Simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Frequencies, GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>448.00 ± 7.20, 642.86 ± 6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>183.31 ± 1.47, 325.15 ± 1.50, 448.00 ± 7.20, 642.86 ± 6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>183.31 ± 1.47, 325.15 ± 1.50, 448.00 ± 1.44, ±3.00, ±7.20, 642.86 ± 6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>183.31 ± 1.47, ±2.85, ±3.50, 325.15 ± 1.50, ±3.18, ±5.94, 448.00 ± 1.44, ±3.00, ±7.20, 642.86 ± 6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Retrieval experiments were performed for midlatitude winter ice clouds with the SWCIR viewing downward from 12 km and for tropical anvil cirrus with the SWCIR viewing upward from 10 km. For midlatitude winter ice clouds with IWP greater than 5 g/m², the overall median fractional error for zenith viewing is 1.1 dB for IWP and 0.7 dB for \( D_{mc} \). While many cirrus clouds have IWP less than 5 g/m², 97% of the simulated ice mass are in clouds with IWP greater than 5 g/m².

Retrieval simulations also demonstrated that the SWCIR can provide accurate water vapor measurements in two 2 km thick layers above an assumed flight altitude of 10 km in tropical anvil cirrus. The rms error in water vapor in the 10–12 km layer is 6% of the mean, while for the 12–14 km layer it is 25% of the mean. The retrieval errors increase for higher-altitude clouds due to the small vapor screening, but not dramatically so because the 183 and 325 GHz channels can sense the larger ice particles present in lower-altitude clouds. For the upward viewing tropical simulation, the retrieval errors increase for higher-altitude clouds due to the small particles and low IWP characteristics of very cold cirrus. The effect of liquid clouds just below ice clouds in the midlatitude winter simulation is quite small. The particle shape issue is addressed by simulating SWCIR brightness temperatures for randomly oriented hexagonal columns, bullet-rosettes, and irregular particles. Retrieval simulations show that the particle shape errors are quite small compared to the other errors.

For the downward viewing midlatitude winter simulation, the retrieval errors increase for lower altitude clouds due to water vapor screening, but not dramatically so because the 183 and 325 GHz channels can sense the larger ice particles present in lower-altitude clouds. For the upward viewing tropical simulation, the retrieval errors increase for higher-altitude clouds due to the small particles and low IWP characteristics of very cold cirrus. The effect of liquid clouds just below ice clouds in the midlatitude winter simulation is quite small. The particle shape issue is addressed by simulating SWCIR brightness temperatures for randomly oriented hexagonal columns, bullet-rosettes, and irregular particles. Retrieval simulations show that the particle shape errors are quite small compared to the other errors.

A new method is presented for generating clouds for the database and retrieval simulations. This procedure makes ice clouds with realistic properties using statistics from a large amount of in situ ice cloud microphysical data. The input microphysical data were measured by 2-D probes flown in the FIRE-I experiment for midlatitude winter ice clouds and CEPEX for tropical cirrus anvils. The method consists of using the observed statistics and correlations between temperature, particle size, and ice water content. Stochastic profiles of temperature and relative humidity are made with statistics from a standard radiosonde data set. Random cloud heights and thicknesses having reasonable distributions are generated. The cloud top and base temperature are then used to select cloud top and bottom ice water content and particle size using the observed statistics. The internal cloud properties are interpolated from the base and top IWC and particle size. If the cloud base is below a randomly chosen ice-to-liquid transition zone, then it consists of an ice layer above a liquid layer.

A Bayesian algorithm is used to retrieve primarily ice water path (IWP) and median mass equivalent sphere diameter (\( D_{mc} \)). This algorithm combines prior information about cirrus clouds and atmospheric properties with radiative transfer simulations to retrieve ice cloud parameters. The retrieved parameter vector is the mean of the posterior probability density function. A large precalculated database of random ice clouds and atmospheric profiles and corresponding simulated SWCIR brightness temperatures is input to the algorithm. The technique efficiently integrate over only those database points that are close to the observed brightness temperatures, resulting in fast retrievals.

A large precalculated database of random ice clouds and atmospheric profiles and corresponding simulated SWCIR brightness temperatures is input to the algorithm. The technique efficiently integrate over only those database points that are close to the observed brightness temperatures, resulting in fast retrievals.

### Figure 20

RMS IWP and \( D_{mc} \) error from the midlatitude winter simulation as a function of ice water path for four sets of SWCIR frequencies. The configurations are listed in Table 9.

### Figure 21

RMS IWP and \( D_{mc} \) error from the tropical simulation as a function of ice water path for four sets of SWCIR frequencies. The configurations are listed in Table 9.

---

[S83] The JPL Submillimeter-Wave Cloud Ice Radiometer has ten channels centered about four receivers at 183, 325, 448, and 643 GHz. The SWCIR will view out a side window of the NASA DC-8 and scan from zenith to near nadir. This paper describes the retrieval algorithm developed for the SWCIR, an ice cloud retrieval simulation system, results of the retrieval accuracy from the simulations, and the rationale for choosing the SWCIR frequencies.

[S84] A Bayesian algorithm is used to retrieve primarily ice water path (IWP) and median mass equivalent sphere diameter (\( D_{mc} \)). This algorithm combines prior information about cirrus clouds and atmospheric properties with radiative transfer simulations to retrieve ice cloud parameters. The retrieved parameter vector is the mean of the posterior probability density function. A large precalculated database of random ice clouds and atmospheric profiles and corresponding simulated SWCIR brightness temperatures is input to the algorithm. The technique efficiently integrate over only those database points that are close to the observed brightness temperatures, resulting in fast retrievals.

[S85] A new method is presented for generating clouds for the database and retrieval simulations. This procedure makes ice clouds with realistic properties using statistics from a large amount of in situ ice cloud microphysical data. The input microphysical data were measured by 2-D probes flown in the FIRE-I experiment for midlatitude winter ice clouds and CEPEX for tropical cirrus anvils. The method consists of using the observed statistics and correlations between temperature, particle size, and ice water content. Stochastic profiles of temperature and relative humidity are made with statistics from a standard radiosonde data set. Random cloud heights and thicknesses having reasonable distributions are generated. The cloud top and base temperature are then used to select cloud top and bottom ice water content and particle size using the observed statistics. The internal cloud properties are interpolated from the base and top IWC and particle size. If the cloud base is below a randomly chosen ice-to-liquid transition zone, then it consists of an ice layer above a liquid layer.
which we believe is due to the lack of temperature information. Radiometer frequencies on oxygen absorption lines or external sources of temperature information would improve the water vapor profile retrievals.

The results of these simulations depend on the particular ice cloud microphysics data used and the cloud geometry parameters assumed. These are meant to be realistic, but do not apply to all cirrus. The issue of variable surface emissivity was not considered. The surface will seldom be sensed by most of the SWCIR channels, but the lower-altitude channels will certainly detect the surface in drier (e.g., cold winter) atmospheres. The issue of nonspherical ice particles was addressed briefly, and a more comprehensive approach to estimating the particle shape error is warranted. The use of polarization for retrieving information about particle shape was also left for future exploration.

The procedure described for selecting radiometer frequencies can be divided into two parts: (1) determining the general configuration of receivers and channels using retrieval simulations and (2) determining the exact receiver band passes from clear-sky atmospheric absorption characteristics. Several candidate sets of include frequencies chosen up to about 900 GHz. Above 900 GHz the technology and the following general considerations. The receivers should be located at relatively equal multiples of frequencies, e.g., factors of 1.4, on absorption lines so that the atmospheric transmission might be matched across the spectrum. By locating a central receiver frequency at an absorption line, several channels with varying absorption characteristics may be obtained inexpensively. The absorption lines should be weak enough, however, that high atmospheric transmission is still accessible using a frequency as far as practical from the line center (i.e., equivalent to an atmospheric window).

The exact frequencies of the candidate sets may be determined by considering their clear-sky transmission characteristics. The first principle is to match the atmospheric transmission of channels across the spectrum by matching simulated brightness temperatures over a suitably wide range of atmospheres. The second principle is to tune the multiple frequencies of a receiver so that the weighting functions are sensitive to a range of atmospheric heights.

Once the candidate frequencies are chosen, retrieval simulations are performed for all frequency sets. These simulations should include a broad range of ice cloud and atmospheric properties and instrument situations (e.g., viewing angles and flight altitudes). The frequency set with the best retrieval performance can then be chosen. For the SWCIR we found that frequencies closer to the 448 GHz line center (with higher-altitude weighting functions) substantially improved the downward viewing retrieval of high-altitude cirrus. The frequencies further from the 183 GHz and 325 GHz line centers, with lower-altitude weighting functions, dramatically improved the retrievals of low-altitude midlatitude winter ice clouds, which have large particles and high IWP.

We believe the ideal submillimeter radiometer for cirrus and upper tropospheric water vapor sensing would have receivers centered on both water vapor and oxygen absorption lines and frequencies chosen from the possibilities allowed by receiver technology and the following general considerations. There are suitable oxygen lines at 118, 425, 487, and 834 GHz. Appropriate water vapor lines exist at 183, 325, 380, 448, 621, and 916 GHz. The 621 GHz line is not in the center of the 600–700 GHz window, so a window frequency around 663 GHz might also be useful. For example, two candidate sets of frequencies are 183, 325, 448, 620, 834 GHz and 183, 380, 487, 663, 916 GHz. Clearly, more frequencies are better, but there are economic constraints. There are also technical constraints, such as (1) the bandwidth required for a given receiver noise temperature and desired integration time, (2) the minimum and maximum frequencies allowed from the central receiver frequency, and (3) the maximum local oscillator frequency for room temperature receivers. The best choice of frequencies will depend on the particular retrieval requirements and should be determined with appropriate retrieval simulations.
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